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Rachel Happe
Who’s your favorite player of all time…

23 comments

Caleb Bushner 
List of Mets-friendly bars in town…

5 comments

Darick Dang
Field trip to watch them in SF…

3 comments

Sarah White 
Setting up a party to watch a game…

11 comments
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Camille Alymer Let’s  have it at Upper Deck - they’ll be showing the
game and there’s a good happy hour deal there. I know the scene
can be hit or miss, but the place is big enough at least to accomodate
our group despite the occasional drunk Yankee fans =) What do you 
guys think?

Dean McBeth I’m in. The food is actually decent and the drink deals
are good. If there’s a lot of Yankee fans I’ll pass out fake steroid
syringes…

Yash Kaur Agreed. Nothing beats the baked potato happy hour
special for savory goodness. And it’s a pretty convenient location for
all of us. 

Holly Fowler I’ll be late but count me in too. Anyone know if Upper
Deck allows kids? I want to invite my co-worker and his family as
well.

Six hours ago

Four hours ago

Three hours ago

One hour ago

Eight hours ago
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Kristen Mozian
I like the Sox - whadya think about that…
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